Appature Mobile Applications Inc. Name Change
Vancouver, BC / March 28, 2018 / Appature Mobile Applications Inc. (the “Company”) is pleased to announce
that effective March 27, 2018 it changed its name from Appature Mobile Applications Inc. to APPx Crypto
Technologies Inc. This rebranding reflects the Company’s mission to be a recognized global leader in
diversified Blockchain 2.0 technologies.
Along with this change, the Company has a new logo and just launched its website at www.appxcryto.com.
APPx CEO, Rahim Mohamed commented, “We’re very happy with the evolution of the company and are
looking forward to unveiling the projects we’re working on. Some of these are featured in the new website,
notably CatchCoin™, our proprietary augmented reality rewards platform that enables locations such as
businesses and venues to attract customers by offering geolocation rewards.”
APPx is working diligently with legal council and Mackie Research towards the filing of their preliminary
prospectus and listing application with the Canadian Securities Exchange.
The Company’s new CUSIP number is 002020105 and its new ISIN number is CA0020201053.
About APPx Crypto Technologies, Inc.:
APPx Crypto Technologies Inc. is a FinTech incubator, specializing in launching, acquiring and vertically
integrating technology companies in the financial technologies sector. Similar to mining project generators,
we incubate multiple technologies internally while providing engineering, development, capital, executive
management and high‐level introductions.
APPx brings together new ideas based on solid mobile technical foundations and coupling with
Cryptocurrency and Blockchain technology and using experienced teams to build leading mobile companies
and Applications with incredible user experiences.
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Statements in this press release regarding APPx Crypto Technologies’ business which are not historical facts
are "forward‐looking statements" that involve risks and uncertainties, such as the filing of APPx Crypto
Technologies’ preliminary prospectus, APPx Crypto Technologies’ prospective listing on the CSE, its prospective
business, and the prospective development and commercialization of its CatchCoin™ application. Since
forward‐looking statements address future events and conditions, by their very nature, they involve inherent
risks and uncertainties. Actual results in each case could differ materially from those currently anticipated in
such statements. Except as required by law, APPx Crypto Technologies disclaims any intention and assumes no
obligation to update or revise any forward‐looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise. Additionally, APPx Crypto Technologies undertakes no obligation to comment on the
expectations of, or statements made by third parties in respect of the matters discussed above.

